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Abstract
We obtain characterizations of positive Borel measures m on Bn so that the nonisotropic
potential space Ka½LpðdsÞ is imbedded in the tent space Tq2 ðdmÞ; where 1op; qoþN: We
deduce characterizations for pointwise multipliers of the space Hpa :
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1. Introduction
We will study the positive measures m on Bn; the unit ball in Cn; for which the
nonisotropic potential space Ka½LpðdsÞ is imbedded in the tent space Tq2 ðdmÞ: This
problem arises naturally from the characterization of pointwise multipliers of the
space Hpa : If m is a holomorphic function in B
n; we say that m is a pointwise




a given by Tmðf Þ ¼ mf is
a well-deﬁned bounded operator. It is a straightforward argument to deduce that a
necessary condition for m to be a multiplier for Hpa is that m is bounded, as we will
see later. If n  apo0; the space Hpa consists of regular functions, and the multiplier
problem is obvious. We will assume from now on that n  ap40: If f is an
holomorphic function on Bn; and f ¼Pk fk is its homogeneous expansion, we
denote the radial derivative by Rf ¼Pk kfk: Recall that the space Hpa coincides (see
[St]) with the space of holomorphic functions f on Bn such that for some integer
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b41; is an admissible region, and ds denotes the Lebesgue measure on the unit
sphere Sn in Cn:
The tent space Tqs ðdmÞ; 0oqoþN; 1osoþN is the space of measurable
functions on Bn such that
















Thus, a holomorphic function f is in Hpa if and only if for some integer k4a ðId þ
RÞkf ðzÞð1 jzj2ÞðkaÞ is in the space Tq2 ððð1 jzjÞ2Þ1 dVðzÞÞ:
Assume that m is bounded and, for the sake of simplicity, that ao1: Since
RðTmðf ÞÞ ¼ mRf þ fRm; we deduce that a holomorphic function m is a multiplier
for Hpa ; if H
p
a is imbedded in the tent space T
p
2 ðdmÞ; where dmðzÞ ¼ jRmðzÞj2ð1





fALpðdsÞ (see for instance [CaOr1]), the problem of characterizing the pointwise
multipliers of Hpa is transformed in a problem of characterization of the positive

























we can obtain sufﬁcient conditions from the ‘‘real analogue’’ problem of













pCjj f jjp: ð1:2Þ
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We will show in this paper that provided n  apo1; this condition is also necessary
in order to (1.1) holds.






If f is a nonnegative Borel measurable function on Sn; we will simply write
Ka½ f ðzÞ ¼ Ka½ f dsðzÞ: We will consider the following more general imbedding
problem: given p and q; which are the positive Borel measures m on Bn such that there
exists C40; such that for any nonnegative Borel function f on Sn;
jjKa½ f jjTq
2
ðdmÞpCjj f jjp: ð1:3Þ
If q ¼ 2; the above inequality is equivalent, using Fubini’s theorem, to the
characterization of measures m on Bn such thatZ
Bn
Ka½ f 2ðzÞ dmðzÞpCjj f jj2p: ð1:4Þ
These imbeddings have been thoroughly studied (see [AdHe,CaOrVe,KeSa,Ma,
MaNe,Sa,SaWh,SaWhZh] among others).
A necessary condition in order that (1.3) holds, valid for all 1oq; poþN can be
obtained in the following way. If ECSn and fALpðdsÞ is a test function for the
nonisotropic capacity of E; CapðEÞ; we have that Ka½ f X1 on E; and consequently
Ka½ f XC on the admissible tent over E; TðEÞ (with constant C independent of f











The precise deﬁnitions of CapðEÞ and TðEÞ will be given in the next section.
As it happens in the classical case, when q ¼ 2; the characterizations depend on the
relative position of p and q: When ppq; pp2; we show in our ﬁrst result that the
necessary condition (1.5) is also sufﬁcient. Namely we have
Theorem A. Let 1oppq; pp2; 0pa such that n  ap40: Then a positive Borel














if a ¼ 0: If in addition poq; then m satisfies (1.3) if and only if there exists C40 such












if a ¼ 0:
When qop the necessary condition is not, in general, sufﬁcient, and the
characterization is more involved. If a40; we deﬁne
fðtÞ ¼ faðtÞ ¼ inffCapðEÞ; jjwTðEÞjjqTq
2
ðdmÞXtg;
whereas if a ¼ 0;




Theorem B. Let 1oqp2; qop; aX0 such that n  ap40: Then a positive Borel






















The case p and q bigger than 2 seems to be more difﬁcult. If we write q1 ¼ q2;
duality easily gives that (1.3) is equivalent to the characterization of the positive





Ka½ f 2ðzÞP½uðzÞ dmðzÞpCjj f jj2pjjujjq0
1
:
If we consider the balayage of a measure n in Bn deﬁned by P˜½nðzÞ ¼R
Bn Pðz; zÞ dnðzÞ; the above can be rewritten as
jjP˜½ðKa½ f Þ2 dmjjq1pCjj f jj2p:
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We begin Section 3 considering the characterization of the positive Borel measures m
in Bn satisfying the natural weak-type estimate
jjP˜½ðKa½ f Þ2 dmjjLq1 NpCjj f jj2p:
We obtain in this situation among other results.
Theorem C. Let q42; p42; 0oa and n  ap40: Let m be a positive Borel measure on
Bn: Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists C40 such that for any fALq1ðdsÞ;
jjP˜½ðKa½ f Þ2 dmjjLq1 NpCjj f jjp:










where p1 ¼ p2:
Here Wa p½n is a nonisotropic Wolff-type potential associated to a measure n on
Bn; which will be deﬁned in Section 3.
For the strong-type estimate, we give some necessary and some sufﬁcient
conditions, and for the particular case where the measure is concentrated on the
points of an interpolation sequence, we show
Theorem D. Let p; q42; n  ap40 and m ¼Pk wkdzk ; where wkX0; fzkgkCBn is an
interpolation sequence for P½L
q
q2ðdsÞ; and dzk is the unit mass at zk: Then the
conclusions of theorems A and B hold.
Finally, we obtain that when 0on  apo1; and 1opoþN; the holomorphic
imbedding (1.1) is equivalent to the real analogue one (1.2). We deduce for
this case a characterization of the pointwise multipliers of Hpa when
ao1:
A ﬁnal remark on our notation: we will adopt the usual convention of using the
same letter for various absolute constants whose values may change in each
occurrence, and we will write A%B if there exists an absolute constant M such that
ApMB: We will say that two quantities A and B are equivalent if both A%B and
B%A; and in that case we will write ACB:
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2. The case pp2 or qp2
Before we state our ﬁrst result, we introduce some more notations. Let zABn;
zASn: We consider the Poisson–Szego¨ kernel deﬁned by
Pðz; zÞ ¼ ð1 jzj
2Þn
j1 z%zj2n :
The Poisson–Szego¨ integral of a function f in L1ðdsÞ is deﬁned by
P½ f ðzÞ ¼
Z
Sn
Pðz; zÞf ðzÞ dsðzÞ; zABn:
It is well known that P½Ka½ f ðzÞCKa½ f ðzÞ for any nonnegative Borel function f





P½Ka½ f 2ðzÞ dmðzÞð1 jzj2Þn
 !q
2
dsðzÞpCjj f jjqp: ð2:1Þ
Thus, we can consider, when needed, that we are dealing with Poisson–Szego¨
transforms of functions.
We also recall that if 1opoþN; a40; and ECSn; the nonisotropic Riesz
capacity of E; CapðEÞ; is given by
Ca pðEÞ ¼ inffjj f jjpp; Ka½ f X1 on Eg:
We will denote






the admissible tent over E:
For 1osoþN; the tent space TNs ðdmÞ; is the space of measurable functions f on
Bn for which










where the supremum is taken over the family of nonisotropic balls in Sn:
The topology of the spaces Tqs ðdmÞ does not depend on b and if 1pqoþN
the dual space of Tqs ðdmÞ can be identiﬁed with Tq
0
s0 ðdmÞ (see for instance [HaToVi]).
This identiﬁcation is given by the pairing
R
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If E is a measurable set in Sn; we introduce a function in Bn such that ‘‘realizes’’
jjwTðEÞjjTq
2



























Lemma 2.1. Let 1oqoþN; ECSn an open set such that jjwTðEÞjjTq
2
ðdmÞa0: Consider
the function gE defined in (2.2). We then haveZ
Bn






Proof. The ﬁrst part of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the deﬁnition of





































So we are led, in order to ﬁnish the lemma, to show that (2.4) holds. We denote by
LrsðLsðdmÞÞ the mixed-norm space of measurable functions f in Sn  Bn such that
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Given gATrs ðdmÞ; the function deﬁned by *gðZ; wÞ ¼ wDðZÞðwÞgðwÞ satisﬁes trivially
that jjgjjTrs ðdmÞ ¼ jj *gjjLrsðLsðdmÞÞ: We recall, see [HaToVi], that the operator given by





jf ðZ; wÞj dsðZÞ;



























ðdmÞ ¼ C: &
Now we can state our ﬁrst characterization. With a slight abuse of notation, in
what follows we will write K0½ f ðzÞ ¼ P½ f ðzÞ; in order to include the case where no
derivatives are involved.
Theorem 2.2. Let 1oppq; pp2; 0pa such that n  ap40 and let m be a positive
Borel measure on Bn: Then the following conditions are equivalent:









where gE is defined in (2.2).
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Proof. We ﬁrst show that (i) implies (ii). By duality (i) is equivalent to the following




Ka½ f ðzÞgðzÞ dmðzÞpCjj f jjpjjgjjTq0
2
ðdmÞ: ð2:5Þ
Now, Fubini’s theorem gives that the above condition (2.5) can be rewritten asZ
Sn
Ka½g dmðzÞf ðzÞ dsðzÞpCjj f jjpjjgjjTq0
2
ðdmÞ;








for any g in T
q0










Next we show that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose ﬁrst that a40; and let E be an open
set in Sn; and let fX0 be a test function for CapðEÞ: Hence Ka½ f X1 on E and
consequently Ka½ f CP½Ka½ f XC on TðEÞ: Applying (2.3) of Lemma 2.1, Fubini’s










Ka½ f ðzÞgEðzÞ dmðzÞ ¼
Z
Sn




















If a ¼ 0; and ECSn; K0½wE XC on TðEÞ; and an argument similar to the previous
one gives that also in this case
jjwTðEÞjjTq
2
ðdmÞpCjjwE jjp ¼ CsðEÞ
1
p:
So we just need to show (iii) implies (i) in order to ﬁnish the proof of the theorem.
We begin with the case where qp2 and a40: Let f be a nonnegative Borel function
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on Sn: Let
Di ¼ fzABn; 2ioKa½ f ðzÞp2iþ1g
and
Ei ¼ fzABn; 2ioKa½ f ðzÞg:














































If z is in Ei; Ka½ f ðzÞ42i; and consequently for any z in Sn such that zADðzÞ;
the admissible maximal function satisﬁes that Madm½Ka½ f ðzÞ42i: Thus















DðzÞ-Tðfz; Madm½Ka½ f ðzÞ42igÞ ¼ |
unless z is in fz; Madm½Ka½ f ðzÞ42ig:
This observation together with the fact that when a40; Madm½Ka½ f p




sðQÞ is the nonisotropic Hardy–






fz; Ka½MHL½ f ðzÞ42ig
Z
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where in the last inequality we have used that p
q
p1:








The nonisotropic version of Hanson’s theorem due to [AhCo] gives that this integral
is in turn bounded by CjjMHL½ f jjqp: Since the nonisotropic Hardy–Littlewood
maximal function of P½ f  is of strong type ðp; pÞ; we deduce that (i) holds when a40:





























sðfzABnMadm½P½ f ðzÞ4lgÞ dlp
 q
p
¼ CjjMadm½P½ f jjqp%jj f jjqp;
where we have used condition (i) and the fact that the admissible maximal function
of the Poisson transform satisﬁes a strong ðp; pÞ estimate.
So, we are led, in order to ﬁnish the proof, to deal with the case q42: We set
q1 ¼ q241: Duality gives that condition (i) can be reformulated in the following
equivalent way:
ði0Þ There exists C40 such that for any nonnegative Borel functions f in LpðdsÞ







Ka½ f 2ðzÞ dmðzÞð1 jzj2Þn
 !
wDðzÞðzÞgðzÞ dsðzÞpCjj f jj2pjjgjjq0
1
:
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If we introduce the function




and use Fubini’s theorem, the above can be rewritten as
Z
Bn









Denoting dnðzÞ ¼ P0½gðzÞ dmðzÞ; this inequality is characterizated by the following
condition (see [AdHe] for a40 and see [Du] for a ¼ 0): There exists C40 such that










































Observe that when 1opp2oq; we have proved that condition (iii) tested on balls
is equivalent to condition (i). We have stated it for open sets in order to give a
characterization also valid in the other cases. We will come to the validity of the
characterization on balls in the next theorem. &
As we have already said, there are some particular situations where condition
(iii) in Theorem 2.2 is still equivalent to a simpler one, where the family of
all open sets is replaced by the one of all open balls. Namely, we have the following
theorem.
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Theorem 2.3. Let pp2; and assume that poq and 0pa or p ¼ q and a ¼ 0: Assume
also n  ap40: Let m be a positive Borel measure on Bn: Then the following conditions
are equivalent:











Proof. Condition (a) obviously implies (b), since Ca pðBðo; rÞÞCrnap: Observe that
when 2oq; we have already proved the equivalence of (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.2. So
we will assume from now on that qp2: We ﬁrst consider the case a40: In order to
ﬁnish the theorem it is enough to show that (b) implies (ii) in Theorem 2.2, that is, for





The proof is analogous to the similar result for the imbedding of Ka½LpðdsÞ in
LqðdmÞ (see [AdHe]).






















We will obtain now two different estimates of jj R
TðBð;rÞÞ gE dmjjp0 : First of all,
condition (2.3) together with the fact that the support of gE is included in wTðEÞ give
that
R


























































  dsðzÞ dmðzÞpCrnjjwTðEÞjjp0Tq
2
ðdmÞ: ð2:10Þ
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Next we show that (b) implies (a) also when a ¼ 0 and ppqp2: We will prove it
verifying that this condition (b) implies condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2; that is, for






Let us consider E ¼ SK Bk; where Bk ¼ Bðzk; dkÞ is a nonisotropic Whitney covering
of E: Thus there exists a nonnegative integer M such that
P
k wBkpM; and h40
such that for any k; Bkðzk; hdkÞ-Eca|: It is easy to check that in this situation
TðEÞCSk Tð *BkÞ; where *Bk ¼ Bkðzk; AdkÞ for some A40: Hence, the fact that
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Inequality (1.3) in the upper triangle case, when 1oqp2; qopoþN has a more
involved capacitary characterization. If a40; we deﬁne
fðtÞ ¼ faðtÞ ¼ inffCapðEÞ; jjwTðEÞjjqTq
2
ðdmÞXtg;
whereas if a ¼ 0;
fðtÞ ¼ f0ðtÞ ¼ inffsðEÞ; jjwTðEÞjjqTq
2
ðdmÞXtg:
Theorem 2.4. Let 1oqp2; qop; aX0 such that n  ap40 and let m be a positive
Borel measure on Bn: Then, the following conditions are equivalent:


























Proof. Observe that if (i) holds, then jj1jjTq
2
ðdmÞoþN:
Maz’ya and Netrusov (see [Ma,MaNe]) obtained a characterization of the
measures m satisfying that
Z
Bn
Ka½ f rðzÞ dmðzÞ
 1
r
pCjj f jjp; rop:
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We will follow their scheme of the proof. Their characterization involves the function
cðtÞ ¼ inffCapðEÞ; mðTðEÞÞXtg; which depends on a; p: In our situation the
characterization is given in terms of the function f which depends on a; p and also
on q: We will additionally need an adequated lower bound of the Tq2 ðdmÞ norm of a
function in terms of a nonincreasing rearrangement function.
We begin showing that (ii) implies (i). It will be enough to consider functions on Sn
nonnegative and bounded. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we denote
Di ¼ fzABn; 2ioKa½ f ðzÞp2iþ1g
and
























































2iqðmi  miþ1Þ; ð2:13Þ
where we have used that since f is bounded, mm ¼ 0 for m big enough, and since
mmpjj1jjTq
2
ðdmÞoþN; limm-N 2qðmþ1Þmm ¼ 0:
Now, let us assume that a40: If we introduce
gi ¼ Capfz; Madm½Ka½ f ðzÞ42ig;
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and apply Ho¨lder’s inequality with exponent p
q


































CapðfzASn; Ka½MHL½ f ðzÞ4tgÞ dtppCjj f jjpp;









































































since if tpmi; then fðtÞpgi: Altogether gives that condition (i) holds for the case
a40: The remaining case a ¼ 0 follows in a similar way, just considering now as
gi ¼ sðfz; Madm½P½ f ðzÞ42igÞ:
The proof of (i) implies (ii) will use a technical lemma which gives a lower bound
of the norm in T
q
2 ðdmÞ of the Poisson transform of a function f in terms of a norm of
an adequate nonincreasing rearrangement function. If f is a nonnegative Borel








Lemma 2.5. Let 1oqoþN; and m be a positive Borel measure on Bn satisfying
that jj1jjTq
2
ðdmÞoþN: There exists C40 such that for any nonnegative Borel
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Proof. We begin showing that the lemma holds for a simple positive function
f ¼Pmi¼1 aiwEi ; where 0pa1p?pam; and Ei; i ¼ 1;y; m are measurable sets in


















Next, it is easy to check that the deﬁnition of P½ f nðtÞ gives that P½ f nðtÞ ¼ am;
if 0ptpam; P½ f nðtÞ ¼ ami; if am þ?þ amði1Þotram þ?þ ami; i ¼ 1;y; m











Using the above equality and (2.14), we obtain the lemma for simple nonnegative
measurable functions.
The general case is deduced by approximating any nonnegative Borel
measurable function f by a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative measurable
simple functions fm: We just need to check, using the monotone convergence





























Now we can follow with the proof of the necessity of condition (ii) of
Theorem 2.4, arguing as in [MaNe]. Let us assume that a40: We ﬁrst
observe that condition (i) implies that for any sufﬁciently small t40; fðtÞ\t
p
q40:
Indeed, let t40 and E in Sn such that jjwTðEÞjjTq
2
ðdmÞXt; and let f be a test function for
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Taking inﬁmum on f ; we deduce that CapðEÞXCt
p
q for any E such that
jjwTðEÞjjTq
2
ðdmÞXt; and consequently that fðtÞ\t
p
q40:





l ; and CapðFlÞp2fð2lÞ: We also consider a nonnegative function jl
such that Ka½jl X1 on Fl and jjjl jjppp4fð2lÞ:
For ros nonnegative ﬁxed integers, we consider the function frs ¼ Ka½jr s; where















On the other hand, let us check ﬁrst that P½Ka½jl nð2lÞX1: Indeed, the















ðdmÞp2l ; we must have that sX1:
That shows that P½Ka½jl nð2lÞX1:
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Taking limits on r and s; we deduce (ii) when a40: The case a ¼ 0 follows from a
similar argument, substituting the nonisotropic capacities of the sets E by their
Lebesgue measures. &
Observe that the proof of the necessity of condition (ii) remains valid for all
1oqopoþN: This is expressed in the following theorem.
Corollary 2.6. Let 1oqop; aX0 such that n  ap40 and let m be a positive Borel
measure on Sn such that jj1jjTq
2




















3. The case q42 and p42
The case where p; q42 seems to be more difﬁcult to deal with. We begin the
section considering the corresponding weak-type result. First, we observe that (1.3) is
equivalent to the characterization of the positive Borel measures m on Bn satisfying
that there exists C40 such that for any fALpðdsÞ; uALq01ðdsÞ; q1 ¼ q241;Z
Bn
Ka½ f 2ðzÞP½uðzÞ dmðzÞpCjj f jj2pjjujjq0
1
: ð3:1Þ
Indeed, remember that if we denote by









(see [AmBo]), we ﬁnally obtain that (1.3) and (3.1) are equivalent.
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If we deﬁne the balayage of a measure n in Bn as P˜½nðzÞ ¼ RBn Pðz; zÞ dnðzÞ; (3.1)
can be rewritten as
jjP˜½ðKa½ f Þ2 dmjjq1pCjj f jj2p: ð3:2Þ
Thus, a natural weak-type problem is the characterization of the positive Borel
measures m in Bn for which
jjP˜½ðKa½ f Þ2 dmjjLq1 NpCjj f jj2p: ð3:3Þ
In order to establish our ﬁrst result, we begin with some deﬁnitions. We
recall that the nonisotropic pseudodistance in %Bn is given by dðz; wÞ ¼ jzð%z  %wÞj þ
jwð%z  %wÞj: If z is in %Bn; and r40; we denote by Bdðz; rÞ the cor-
responding open ball with respect to d: Observe that when z;o are in Sn;
dðz;oÞCj1 z %oj:
We consider the nonisotropic Wolff potential (see [CaOr4]) associated to a









Theorem 3.1. Let q42; 0oa and n  ap40: Let m be a positive Borel measure
on Bn:
(i) If po2; (3.3) holds if and only if there exists C40 such that for any open set






















where p1 ¼ p2 and q1 ¼ q2:
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Proof. In [AmBo] it is obtained that the measures n in Bn for which their balayage is




: That is, they satisfy




Applying the above to dn ¼ Ka½ f 2 dm; we deduce that (3.3) holds if and only if
there exists C40 such that for any open set ECSn;Z
Bn
Ka½ f 2ðzÞ dmjTðEÞðzÞpCsðEÞ
q2
q jj f jj2p: ð3:4Þ
Now, we consider the case where po2: We then have that this trace inequality holds




















As an immediate consequence we obtain, for the case p; q42 a necessary condition
for problem (1.3).
Theorem 3.2. Let p; q42; 0oa and n  ap40: Let m be a positive Borel measure on










Before we state a result in the opposite direction we introduce some deﬁnitions.
If 0orp1 and 1ospþN; we deﬁne a Trs ðdmÞ-atom as a function a supported
in TðBÞ; where B is a nonisotropic ball in Sn; and satisfying thatR
TðBÞ jaðzÞjs dmðzÞpjBj1
s
r: In a similar way to the proof of the isotropic atomic
decomposition (see [CoMeSt]), it can be proved a nonisotropic atomic decomposi-
tion theorem for Trs ðdmÞ; which shows that if fATrs ðdmÞ; 0orp1; 1ospþN; then
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f ¼PþNj¼1 ljaj; where aj are Trs ðdmÞ atoms, ljAC; and ðPj jljjrÞ1rpCjj f jjTrs ðdmÞ: We
then have
Theorem 3.3. Let p; q42 and 0oa; n  ap40: Let m be a positive Borel measure on





















aðzÞWa p½mðzÞ dmðzÞpC: ð3:7Þ
Then (1.3) holds.
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ðdmÞ when p ¼ q: In the remaining case, q4p; we
use the atomic decomposition to obtain that (3.8) holds if and only if there exists










Since p42; we have that na
p1on and it is known (see for instance [CaOr3]), that
Ka½ðKa½mÞp
01pCWa p½dm: And that ﬁnishes the proof. &













In the special case where m is supported in an interpolation sequence for
P½L
q
q2ðdsÞ; we can obtain a characterization of the measures satisfying (1.3) for
p; q42 (see [Co] for related results). Recall that a sequence fzkgCBn is an
interpolation sequence for P½L
q










Theorem 3.4. Let p; q42; a40; and let m ¼Pk wkdzk where wkX0; fzkgCBn is an
interpolation sequence for P½L
q
q2ðdsÞ; and dzk is the unit mass at zk: We then have
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that (1.3) is equivalent to:



































fðtÞ ¼ inffCa pðEÞ; jjwTðEÞjjqTq
2
ðdmÞXtg:
Proof. We recall that we have seen that duality gives that condition (1.3) is
equivalent to (3.1), that is, to the characterization of positive Borel measures on Bn
for which there exists C40 such that for any nonnegative Borel functions f in
LpðdsÞ and u in Lq01ðdsÞ;Z
Bn
Ka½ f 2ðzÞP½uðzÞ dmðzÞpCjjujjq0
1
jj f jj2p:




jj f jj2p: ð3:9Þ
But the fact that fzmg is an interpolation sequence for P½L
q
q2ðdsÞ; gives that if we








is onto. Thus the inequality (3.9) is equivalent to
X
m
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dzm ; the above condition just equals to
Z
D
Ka½ f qðzÞ dnðzÞpCjj f jjqp; ð3:10Þ
that is, Ka maps L
pðdsÞ to LqðdnÞ:
Now, if p ¼ q; (3.10) is equivalent to the fact that there exists C40 such that for









Consequently, in order to ﬁnish the proof of case (i), we just need to show that (i) can































which coincides with (3.11).
The case when poq; is proven in an analogous way.
We next deal with case (ii), when 2oqop: In the upper triangular case, a ﬁnite
measure n satisfying (3.10) is characterized as follows (see [Ma,MaNe] for the
isotropic version): If
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and (3.12) is equivalent to (iii). &
Remark. Observe that when n ¼ 1; the interpolation sequences fzkg for P½LrðdsÞ
are the same for any 1orpþN; and coincide with the ones that satisfy the so




j1zk0 %zk j40 (see [ShSh]). If we consider instead









is onto, it is known (see [CrGa]) that, in general, interpolation sequences for
P½LrðdsÞ and interpolation sequences for P0½LrðdsÞ do not coincide. Nevertheless,
the above theorem remains still valid if we substitute the sequences in the statement
for interpolation sequences for P0½L
q
q2ðdsÞ:
4. The holomorphic case when q ¼ p
The holomorphic imbedding (1.1) and the real imbedding (1.3) are not
equivalent in general when n  ap41 even for p ¼ 2 (see [CaOr2]). In this section
we will show that if n  apo1; and q ¼ p; then both imbedding problems are
equivalent. As a consequence, we give a characterization of the pointwise multipliers
of Hpa :
Theorem 4.1. Let 1opoþN; 0oa such that 0on  apo1 and let m be a positive
Borel measure on Bn: Then the following conditions are equivalent:
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Proof. Of course (i) implies (ii), since for any f in Hpa there exists a nonnegative
function g in Sn such that for any z in Bn; jf ðzÞjpP½Ka½gðzÞ; and jj f jjHpaCjjgjjp
(see [AhCo]). Thus we just need to show that (ii) implies (i). We start with the case
pp2; where we have a characterization of the measures satisfying (i) given by
Theorem 2.2.
If 1opoþN; 0oapon; and n is a ﬁnite positive Borel measure deﬁned on %Bn;






Assume that (ii) holds. Let E be an open set in Sn; and consider the nonisotropic
capacitary measure n on Sn associated to E in the sense of Hedberg and Wolff (see
[AdHe,CoVe]). Let Uap½n be the holomorphic function associated to n deﬁned in
Theorem 1 in [CoVe]. This function satisﬁes that lim
r-1
ReUap½nðrzÞXC for a.e zAE;
and jjUap½njjpHpaCEap½nCCapðEÞ: Thus




























Applying Theorem 2.2 we get that condition (i) is veriﬁed.
We next deal with the case p42: Although we do not have a full characterization
of (1.3) when p42; we are able to show that the holomorphic and real cases are still
equivalent when n  apo1:
In [CaOr4] it has been shown the following ‘‘Wolff-type theorem’’ for the





We begin showing the existence of holomorphic potentials in the Hardy–Sobolev
space Hpa ; when n  apo1; with Hpa norm equivalent to the energy of the measure n
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deﬁned on Bn: Similar holomorphic potentials for measures deﬁned on Sn have been
previously considered in [CoVe]. The precise statement is stated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let 2opoþN; 0on  apo1; n be a finite positive Borel measure
on Bn and let n  apolominð1; ðn  aÞpÞ: Then there exists a holomorphic function
*Ua p in B
n such that
























































where A40 is the constant in the triangular inequality of the pseudodistance d in %Bn:
But if dðz; wÞp1r
2A
; then Bdðz; 1r2A ÞCBdðw; 1 rÞ; and consequently we can bound




















If we denote by r ¼ jzj and if dðz; wÞoð1 rÞ=2A; we have that
j1 rz %wjpð1 rr2Þ þ dðz; wÞpCðð1 rr2Þ þ ð1 rÞÞ%1 rr:
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This estimate together with the fact that the election of l gives that lþ ða nÞpo0;







  p01 ð1 rÞlþðanÞp
ð1 rrÞl
 !p01






































But if Bdðz; 1r2A Þ-Sna|; then 1r2AX1 jzj ¼ 1 r: Since A41; we deduce that rpr;
and 1 rrC1 r: Hence, if we consider the change of variables, 1r
2A
¼ 1 s; the last

























sðBdðz; 1 sÞ-SnÞ ds
1 s







sðBdðz; 1 sÞ-SnÞ ds
1 s
 !
XCðWa p½nðzÞ  knðBnÞp
01Þ:
If h is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of %Bn; satisfying that Re hX1 in
Bn; and we deﬁne
*Uap ¼ *Vap½m þ kCh  nðBÞp
01;
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we ﬁnally obtain that
Re *UapðzÞXCWap½nðzÞ;
which is (i).





























The estimate jj *Va p½njjHpa ; is deduced as in Theorem 1 in [CoVe].
We can now follow with the proof of the theorem. We begin showing that if m
satisﬁes (ii), then m is ﬁnite and has ﬁnite energy. Indeed, if we take f  1 in (ii), and






















Next, let E be an open set in Sn; and n the capacitary measure associated to E:
Consider the holomorphic potential Va p½n introduced in [CoVe]. In particular,
limr-1ReVa p½nðrzÞXC for a.e zE; and jjVa p½njjHpapCEap½n
1
ppCCapðEÞ: Conse-
quently ReVa p½nðzÞ ¼ P½limr-1ReVa p½nr  ðzÞXC for zATðEÞ; and using again
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Since p42; the condition mðTðEÞÞpCCa pðEÞ
2
p implies that the mapping f-Ka½ f 
sends LpðdsÞ in L2NðdmÞ: Since m is ﬁnite it also sends LpðdsÞ in L1ðdmÞ; which is
equivalent to say that Ea p½moþN:
Next we assume that (ii) holds. Duality gives that condition (i) is













Let g be a nonnegative bounded function in T
p0
2 ðdmÞ: Proposition 4.2 applied to the































which gives (4.1). &
We can now give a characterization for the pointwise multipliers of Hpa :
Corollary 4.3. Assume that 1opoþN; 0oao1; and 0on  apo1: Let m be a
holomorphic function on Bn: Then m is a multiplier for Hpa if and only if m is bounded
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If in addition pp2; this condition is equivalent to the following one: m is bounded and

































Since Rðmf Þ ¼ mRf þ fRm; we obtain that if m is bounded, then m is a multiplier for















Applying Theorems 4.1 and 2.2 we ﬁnish the proof. &
Observe ﬁnally that if a40; 1opoþN; and kpaok þ 1; it can be obtained,
using interpolation of Hpa spaces, that m is a multiplier for H
p
a ; if and only if for any
1pjpk the measure dmj ¼ jRjmj2ð1 jzj2Þ2ðkaÞ1 satisﬁes that there exists C40
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